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The first and foremost objective of the Yearbook Team is to document and immortalize every

aspect of college, each year. This academic year, the team started operations in the month of

September 2020. The team had two tasks ahead of them. First, navigating, compiling and

releasing a yearbook in a completely online mode. Never having operated in a fully online

setting, it was a process of learning for every executive member. The second was releasing

Yearbook 2020, which due to logistical delays had been stalled.

The society began by recruiting Second Year and Third Year junior members to the five

departments of the society-  the Design Team, the Photography Team, the Editorial Team, the

Creative Team and the Illustration Team in September 2020. The teams were efficiently led

by their respective heads, who were selected by the Executive Council of 2019-20.

Subsequently, as newly inducted First Year junior members joined college, we invited them

to join the society with an Orientation in November 2020, where we explained to them the

functioning of the society and answered queries they had. We also recruited first-year

members into the above-mentioned departments in the same month. Their contributions to the

society have been indispensable. Inducted members were instrumental in designing Yearbook

2020 while simultaneously also working with the various verticals on Yearbook 2021.

In the Odd Semester, the main focus of the Team was to finish the section of the graduating

batch’s one-liners, work and plan out fillers and illustrations, conduct interviews of faculty

members and students and send out notifications asking for contributions from various

societies and classes. Collaborations with the Music Society and Poetry Society were also

planned and successfully finalised. Similarly, in the Even Semester, the Editorial Team

worked on editing the writeups submitted by various classes and societies as the Photography

Team collected screenshots to make up for the lack of on-campus group photos. The layout of

the Yearbook was decided as design work began in full swing.



The Yearbook 2020, which could not be completed in the academic year of 2019-20 due to

the COVID-19 lockdown, was completed by February 2021 by the current Executive Council

under the supervision of Dr Aditya Pratap Deo and is set to be released by the end of May

2021.

The decision to print Yearbook 2020-21 was taken in January and as of the present day, we

are in the process of submitting the final design and printing the yearbook with Gondals Press

India Ltd. We aim to complete the printing and delivery of the yearbooks by the end of May

2021.


